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PRINCIPLES OF SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING
Learning flourishes when the student is able to direct learning in a meaningful and engaging manner.
To cultivate self-directed learning the following fundamental principles are promoted:
CHOICE

Students are given the freedom to choose the who,
the where, and the how. They use prior knowledge to
determine if they should work independently, with a
peer or with the teacher. They can choose how they
want to communicate their new learning and use
their passions to engage in curricular outcomes. This
promotes metacognitive awareness and selfadvocacy.

OWNERSHIP

In self-directed learning, the locus of control and
influence shifts back to the students. They begin to
have greater determination and freedom over their
learning. As a result, there seems to be a renewed
and genuine passion for coming to school and
learning.

RESPONSIBILITY

Students self-advocate for what they need to learn
best. They are responsible for making choices
regarding their learning and teachers guide them to
see different perspectives.

ACCOUNTABILITY

Students are held individually accountable for making
choices that work best for their learning style rather
than just doing assignments provided by the teacher.
What works for one students will not necessarily
work for another.

COLLABORATIVE ENVIRONMENT

Students learn in multi-grade classrooms and
understand that collaborating with peers of various
ages leads to different perspectives and leads to
deeper meaning. Learning is not dependent on the
teacher.

SELF-PACING

Students learn in diverse ways and at different rates.
Continuous progress is supported by the joint
responsibility of the student and teacher, to
determine a pace which meets the learner’s needs.
When students are able to choose when they need a
teacher and when they can work independently, they
learn things much faster than when directed by a
teacher.
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Teacher as a Guide

Each teacher guides students as they
become independent learners. Students
do not always make the best choices so
teachers use the Socratic Method to
guide
students
with
questioning
techniques which help students become
effective self-directed learners.

SELF
DIRECTED
LEARNING

Community of Learners Graduation
Summit West Independent School’s
community of learners consists of multiage classrooms from Junior Kindergarten
to Grade 12 with a maximum of 15
students in each class.
Small class sizes enable students to
challenge themselves, make mistakes, and
try a new approach until they discover how
they learn best. This process is guided by
teachers who help students individualize
their learning and find success.
We believe that schools must be more
flexible and personal to meet the needs of
our students and to prepare them for life in
the 21st Century.

Clubs
Community members with shared interests
can form clubs to further their interest and
organize their activities. Students of all
ages can initiate or join clubs. This is
another way reasoning, analytical,
organizational, and collaboration skills are
acquired and honed.

Life Skills our students
graduate with:
Confidence
Diplomacy
Interpersonal Skills
Time Management Innovation
Self-knowledge/awareness
Responsibility/accountability
Post-Secondary Preparedness

Seek
Challenge
Experience
Success
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Students at Summit West graduate with an
Alberta Education diploma and are able to
achieve the goals they set out for
themselves. Graduates leave Summit West
with more than just an academic
education, they acquire skills such as time
management, goal setting, independence
and are better prepared to face any
challenges that may arise.

Programs & Athletics
Students have a choice to participate in
elective options such as art, drama, music,
languages, Cosmetology, Home Economics,
Philosophy, Psychology, Sociology, Outdoor
Pursuits, Leadership, and more.
The athletic program at Summit West
focuses on team and individual sports such
as basketball, golf, rock climbing,
trampoline, skiing/snowboarding,
badminton, pickle ball, volleyball, ball
hockey, and in-line skating.

